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Remembering 

Your Pet 

 

With Dignity 

and Respect.  

 



 

For some people, the death of a 
pet impacts their lives in the 
same way the death of a family 
member does. The emotional 
bond between pets and        
their owners has never been 
stronger; therefore it is not          
surprising that pet parents face 
difficulty when dealing with the 
loss of a pet.  
 
Roselawn Pet Cemetery was specifically designed to provide for             
private burial services, including single or multiple spaces available for 
both casketed or urn burial in a beautiful, park-like setting.             
With our caring staff, full of pet parents, you can be sure that your         
companion will be treated with dignity and respect, just as you have 
treated them.  

 

A  Resting Place for Every Member of the Family. 

 

 Pet Burial Services  

Single or multiple spaces available for both traditional or cremation 
burial in a peaceful setting dedicated exclusively to companion             
animals.    
 

 

  Graveside Ceremonies   

 

Many families appreciate the opportunity 
to say good-bye to a beloved pet in a setting             
designed to allow their family and close 
friends to be with them. Using rituals can 
be a meaningful way to both honor a             
faithful companion and to begin the healing 
process.  Our on-staff celebrant can help 
you create a unique ceremony recognizing 
the loss of your faithful friend.  

 

 

We offer many options for permanent memorialization 
and remembrance. A variety of pet caskets, urns, and 
grave memorials are available. Keepsake items, including                    
Buddies ™ paw print jewelry, are also available.  

  Permanent Memorialization  
 

 

 Are There Other Options?  

If you are having a difficult time deciding about disposition for your          
pet, you may consider cremation. Our partner, Butler Funeral Homes             
& Cremation Tribute Center, offers a separate crematory dedicated             
exclusively to pet cremation. Both private and communal cremation             
options are available, allowing your family to feel comfortable with 
the difficult decisions you must make. You can always trust the             
caring  professionals at Butler Funeral Homes & Cremation Tribute 
Center to treat your pet with dignity and respect. Cremated remains 
may be taken into your care for home placement or interred at 
Roselawn Pet Cemetery.  

For additional information 
about pet cremation options, 
please call (217) 544-4646.  

Pets come into our lives to teach us about love;                

they depart to teach us about loss. 


